
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
data visualization. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data visualization

Design, develop and deploy reports to support business requirements using
tools like Tableau, Superset, Redash or Metabase
Perform query plan analysis, performance tuning, configuration changes in
the BI Tools
Provide the proper evidence and context for a metric to demonstrate its
value to the decision maker
Advises on opportunities for implementing consistency and standardization
of metric identification, collection techniques and process improvement
across crops and regions
Manage and undertake large data analyses efforts and deliver high quality
results for multiple projects to meet critical business deadlines
Provide written and oral presentations of methods, results, conclusions, and
recommendations to peer and management groups
Build, maintain, and support rich and interactive graphical representations of
data (reports, dashboards, and/or user interfaces)
Become a subject matter expert in visualization techniques/tools, determine
which best work on the data types, and also understand the limitations of
each technique
Help audiences understand the psychology of visual perception
Research and prototype innovative visualizations that demonstrate the value
of our platform
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4 - 8 years’ experience in an business intelligence development or related role
(online a plus)
Expert user of Tableau or similar data visualization tools
Experience with large data sets (SQL, Oracle, Excel)
Five years of progressive post-baccalaureate experience in the field of Data
Visualization, Business Intelligence or Information Management
Two plus years of experience with data visualization implementing high value-
add solutions
Demonstrable proficiency with Data Visualization tools (e.g., Tableau,
QlikView, Power BI, Spotfile, ) or Data Visualization libraries


